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ABSTRACT 
We prove that any Z d shift of finite type with positive topological entropy has a family of subsystems 
of finite type whose entropies are dense in the interval from zero to the entropy of the original shift. We 
show a similar esult for Z a sofic shifts, and also show every Z a sofic shift can be covered by a Z a shift 
of finite type arbitrarily close in entropy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Z shift of finite type (SFT) with positive ntropy has a well understood wealth of 
subsystems. For example, the Jewett-Krieger Theorem [2] tells us that any mixing 
SFT of positive entropy supports all traditional ergodic theory on its minimal 
subsystems; and the Krieger Embedding Theorem [3] shows that a mixing SFT 
X has subsystems i omorphic to all SFTs satisfying certain necessary conditions 
on entropy and periodic points. 
The structure of the subsystems of Z a SFTs for d > 1 is much less well 
understood. Quas and Trow proved that for a Z a SFT X with positive entropy 
(denoted h(X)), is an accumulation point for the entropies of the SFT subsystems 
of X [9]. There are also finer subsystem results for more special classes of subshifts 
[4,5], and there is a Z 2 analogue of the Jewett-Krieger Theorem [10]. On the other 
hand, Quas and Sahin constructed a topologically mixing Z 2 SFT X such that, 
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for some e > 0, any proper subsystem satisfying a certain mixing property must 
have entropy less than h(~') - e, and for any weakly mixing measure, the measure 
theoretic entropy of  ~" must be less than h(~') - e [8]. 
In this paper, we prove that for any Z d SFT R of  positive entropy the SFT 
subsystems of  R achieve dense entropies in [0, h(R)]. We show a similar result 
for sofic shifts: given a Z d sofic shift T of  positive entropy, the sofic subsystems 
of  T have entropies dense in [0, h(T)]. We also construct a SFT cover with e-close 
entropy, answering an old question of  Weiss (see Question 4.2). 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND NOTATION 
Let .A be a finite symbol set, and let E -- ,4 zd, d • N. We give .A the discrete 
topology, and then give E the product opology. We view a point x • E as an infinite 
d-dimensional array of  symbols: for w • Z d, let x(w) be the symbol in location 
w. For M C Z d, a configuration on M is some a • .A M. For x • E, denote the 
configuration occurring at M in x by x (M). For each v • Z d, define a shift map 
~rv :x ~ y by y(w) = x(v + w), and let cr be the Z d action {~rV}vcZd. 
I f  X is a closed, shift invariant subset of  ~, then (X,~rlx) is a Z d subshift. A 
configuration a • .AM is allowed in X if there is some x • X such that x(M) -= a. 
Then we say that a occurs in x. 
Let An be the subset of  Z d consisting of  all v = (va . . . . .  vd) • Z d such that 0 ~< 
vi < n for i -- 1 . . . . .  d. An n-block is a configuration on An. Let Bn (X) be the set of  
n-blocks allowed in X. For M C Z d, define the border of  M, denoted OM, to be the 
set o fv  • M such that there exists w in the complement of  M such that IIv - wll = 1, 
where II " II is the Euclidean norm on li{ d. 
A Z d subshift X is a shift offinite type (SFT) if there is a finite set M C Z d and a 
nonempty set P C .AM of  configurations on M such that X = {x • .Aza: x(M +v)  • 
P for all v • zd}. X is a one-step shift offinite type i f a  configuration x • .A zd is 
allowed in X whenever x({m, n}) is allowed for all m, n • Z d with lira - nil = 1. 
Every SFT may be recoded as a one-step shift of  finite type. Throughout this paper, 
we will assume that all shifts of  finite type are one-step. A subshift X is a sofic shift 
if there exists a SFT Y and an onto block code re : Y -+ X. 
The topological entropy of  a d-dimensional subshift X is defined to be 
h (X)= n-~o~lim ~d loglBn(X)l 
3. 2~ D SHIFTS  OF F IN ITE  TYPE  
In this section, we show that if R is a ~,d SFT with positive topological entropy, then 
there exist subsystems of  R of  finite type whose entropies are dense in [0, h(R)]. 
We begin by constructing a convenient cover for R. For simplicity, throughout this 
paper, we will give arguments only for the case d = 2. The proofs for d ¢ 2 are 
similar. 
Construct ion 3.1. Given a one-step Z a SFT R and N • N, we construct a certain 
Z d SFT S = S(N~ and a shift-commuting surjection Jr : S ~ R. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that R is a one-step SFT. We begin by 
defining the alphabet of S, As, to be the disjoint union of two copies of the alphabet 
-An of R, where the letters from the first copy are colored red and the letters from 
the second copy are colored green. Let 1-I : .As ~ .An be the map that forgets color. 
Define S as follows: a point x 6 (As) x2 will be in S if and only if there is an a c Z 2 
such that x(n) is red for all n c M = {a + ((NZ × Z) U (Z x NZ))}, and x(n) is 
green for all n ¢f M, and if removing color from x gives us a point in R. Thus, we 
may view a point in S as a point in R with a gridlike color pattern imposed on it. 
Let FI define a one-block code S --+ R, denoted n'. Then zr is onto and everywhere 
N 2-to- 1. 
Remark  3.2. Because Jr is finite-to-one, h(S I) = h(rc(St)) for any subsystem S' 
of S. In particular, h(S) = h(R). 
We will use Construction 3.1 to show that for any SFT R of positive entropy, the 
subsystems of R have entropies dense in [0, h(R)], and then use that fact to prove 
there is a family of SFT subsystems of R with entropies dense in [0, h (R)]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a SFT with h(R) > O. Then there exists a family of SFT 
subsystems of R whose entropies are dense in [0, h(R)]. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R is a one-step SFT. Let 
ot = I.Anl, and let e > O. Choose I ~ l~l such that log/ - l og( / -  1) < e. Since 
h(R) > O, we can choose N large enough that at least one border of a block in 
BN+I (R) has more than l allowable interiors, and such that 
4N e 1 e 
(i) (N+I )  21°gc¢<3'  (ii) (N+I )  21°g /<3 '  
2 e 
(iii) log N < 
(N + 1) 2 3 " 
and 
For this N, construct S = Sin) and rr : S -+ R as in Construction 3.1. Let B°N+I (S) 
be the set of (kN + 1)-blocks allowed in S for which the border symbols are red. 
We now construct in S a finite decreasing sequence of SFTs, {Si}/M=0 . Let So = S, 
and define Si inductively from Si_ 1 by disallowing one block of B°+I(Si_ 1) whose 
(red) border has more than l allowable interiors. We end the sequence with SM, 
which is the last possible subsystem constructed in this manner. That is, for every 
B 6 B°+l (SM), OB has at most l allowable interiors. 
Claim. h(Si- l )  - h(Si) < e, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  M. 
Proof. Every red border OB of some B c B°+l (Si_I) is also a border to some block 
in BO+I(Si). Thus the number of all0wable interiors to 0B in Si is at least (L~_~) × 
the number of allowable interiors to 0B in Si-1. 
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Given a positive integer k, fix a choice of red symbols occurring in an element of 
B°N+I (Si). Consider how many ways the block can be completed by filling in the 
green symbols: 
Iways to complete block in Sil 
k 2 
) ( /@)  Iways to complete block in Si_I I. 
B o l--1 k 2 0 Thus I kU+l(Si)l >~ (--7-) IBkN+I (Si-1)1, and therefore 
1 2 
h(Si)= lim ( - - )  loglBON+I(Si)I 
k~\kN + 1} 
i r 1_ / i - 1 k'- 
>1 k~ooL (kN + l)21og ~---~ + 
1 / l - l \  
= ~-~ log~ ~- )  + h(Si_l) 
> h(Si-1) - e. 
1 ] 
(kN + 1) 2 l°glB°N+l(Si-1) 
This proves the claim. [] 
Now consider SM. There are at most Ot 4N red border configurations on blocks in 
B°+I(SM), and each border has at most I interiors, giving IBN+I(SM)I ~ ot4NIN2. 
Thus 
1 
h(SM) <~ (N + l) ~ l°gIBN+l(SM)l 
1 1 1 
~< (N + l) ---------~ l°gc~4g + (N + 1) ~ log/+ (N -t- l) ~ l°gN2 
<e.  
Consequently, the entropies h(SM) . . . . .  h(So) are e-dense in [0, h(S)] = [0, h(R)]. 
Now the natural subsystems of R to consider are the subsystems {R i}M0, where 
Ri = rc(Si). As noted earlier, h(Ri) = h(Si). Thus there exist (sofic) subsystems 
of R whose entropies are e-dense in [0, h(R)]. For any subsystem R I C R, there 
exists a decreasing sequence of shifts of finite type {Xi} such that (']i=1~ Xi -- R ~. 
Since R is a SFT, eventually the Xi will be contained in R. As the entropy function 
is upper semicontinuous on subshifts, limi~oc h (Xi) = h(R~). Thus there are SFT 
subsystems of R whose entropies are e-dense in [0, h(R)]. Let e --+ 0, and the proof 
is complete. [] 
Remark  3.4. From the construction ofthe SFT subsystems of R, it is clear that we 
cannot guarantee them to be mixing. One might hope that he dense ntropies could 
be achieved by SFTs with strong mixing properties, but the Quas-Sahin example 
shows that for some subshifts, that is impossible. 
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4. Z D SOFIC SHIFTS 
In this section we turn our attention to Z a sofic shifts of positive entropy. We quote 
two old (though unpublished) questions of Weiss: 
Question 4.1. Does a Z d sofic shift have an equal entropy Z d SFT cover? 
Question 4.2. Does a Z d sofic shift have a 7f, d SFT cover with e-close entropy? 
(Smorodinsky also considered such questions around 1990). 
Coven and Paul showed in [1] that when d = 1, the answer to Question 4.1 is yes. 
For d > 1, the question is still open. We will answer Question 4.2 in the affirmative 
with the next proposition, using methods imilar to those used in Construction 3.1. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose T is a Z d sofic shift and e > O. Then T has a SFT cover, 
yr : S ~ T such that h(S) < h(T)  + e. Moreover, the cover can be chosen so that for 
every subsystem St o f  S, h(S t) < hOr(S')) + e. 
Proofi Since T is sofic, there exists a SFT R and a continuous hift-commuting 
surjection ~b :R --+ T. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R and T have 
disjoint alphabets, that R is a one-step SFT, and that ~b is a 1-block code. Given 
N 6 N, construct a new SFT S = S(N) as follows: The alphabet of S is the union 
of the alphabets of R and T. For every allowable (N + D-block in R, replace the 
interior symbols by their images under ~b, and leave the border symbols as they 
are. Let B°+l (S) be the set of such blocks. Construct a point in S by laying these 
blocks together so they overlap on the corners. That is, x c (`As) Z2 will be in S if 
the following conditions hold: For some a 6 Z 2, x (n) is a symbol from `AR for any 
n 6 M = a + ((NZ x Z) U (Z x NZ)). Otherwise, x(n) is a symbol from ,AT. Also, 
x(n -k- AN+l) E BO+I(S), for all n c (a + (NZ x NZ)). 
Clearly, S is a SFT. Defne Jr : S ~ T by the one-block map which sends symbols 
from `AR to their images under ~b, and symbols from `AT to themselves. First, we 
observe that Jr is well-defined: For any block B in B°+I(S) ,  there exists a block 
B t in BN+ 1 (R) with the same border, and such that when we replace the interior 
symbols of B t with their images under q~, we get B. For each B ~ B°+l (S), make a 
single choice of such an R-block. Since R is a 1-step shift of finite type, this defines 
a map ? : S --+ R. For x ~ S, st(x) = 4~(7*(x)) ~ T. Thus rr is well-defined. 
Next we observe that 7r is also onto: Let z 6 T. Since ~b is onto, there exists y ~ R 
such that qS(y) = z. Given this y, leave the symbols in (Z / NZ) tO (NZ × Z) as they 
are, and replace all other symbols with their images under q~. This yields a point 
x ~ S such that rr(x) = q~(y) = z. 
We now show that when N is large, h(S) < h(T)  + e. Let ot ---- I`ARI. There 
are at most a4N possible borders for blocks in B°+l (S). Therefore, I B°+I (S)I ~< 
ot4NIBN+I (T)I. Thus we have the following inequalities: 
1 
h(S) <~ (N + 1) - - - - - -5 log[BN+I(S)[ 
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4N 1 
~< (N + 1)~ log ot + (N + 1)~ log[Bu+l (T) [ 
< h(T)  + e 
for large enough N. 
The final claim holds by a similar argument. [] 
In the case where d = 1, it is well known that Theorem 3.3 is true if  R is only 
assumed to be sofic. For d > 1 and R sofic, we are only able to show the existence 
of a family of sofic subsystems of  R with dense entropies. 
Theorem 4.4. Let  T be a Z d sofic shift with h(T)  > O. Then there exists a fami ly  
o f  sofic subsystems whose entropies are dense in [0, h(T)]. 
Proof. Let e > 0. Construct he SFT cover S of  T as in Proposition 4.3. Then by 
Theorem 3.3, there exists a family of  SFT subsystems of S with entropies dense in 
[0, h(S)]. The images of  these subsystems under rr are sofic subsystems of  T with 
entropies e-dense in [0, h(T)]. Letting e -~ 0 completes the proof. [] 
The next corollary follows immediately from this theorem. 
Corollary 4.5. Let  T be a Z d sofic shift, and let a c [0, h(T)]. Then there is a 
subsystem X C T such that h (X)  = a. 
Proof. Using Theorem 4.4 recursively, we can find a decreasing sequence of  
subsystems of  T, Xi ,  whose entropies approach a. I f  we let Y = [']i~=l X i ,  then 
h(Y)  = a. [] 
Proposit ion 4.6. Suppose (a : R -~ T, R is a Z d SFTand T is a Z d sofic shift. Given 
e > 0 and a subsystem T t C T, there is a subsystem R ~ C R such that qb : R ~ --, T ~ 
and h(R  ~) < h(T ' )  + e. I fT '  is sofic, then R ~ can be chosen to be sofic. 
Proof. Construct the SFT S and zr:S ~ T as in the proof  of  4.3. Given a 
subsystem T ~ C T, let S ~ = 7r-l(T1). Define R' = 7r(S'), where O:S  ~ R is the 
function defined in the proof of  Proposition 4.3. Then 4~ : R I ~ T ~, and since ~p is 
finite-to-one, h(R  ~) = h(St).  Then h(R  ~) < h(T ' )  + e. To prove the last statement of  
the proposition, note that because T'  and S are sofic, it follows that S' is sofic, and 
therefore, R ~ is sofic. [] 
Remark  4.7. In the case d = 1, if T I is sofic and transitive, then R I can be chosen 
sofic such that zr : R t --+ T ~ is bounded-to-1. This can easily be deduced from [7]. 
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